In 1929 a newly minted Berkeley Ph.D., Henry Eyring, followed a post-doctoral research opportunity to Berlin at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute für Physikalische Chemie und Elektrochemie with the then already well-known and highly successful physical chemist, Michael Polanyi. By the end of 1930, the young American had already returned home. By 1933, Polanyi resigned his position at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, the scientific home that he loved, in the face of newly instituted race laws in Germany.
The work that Eyring and Polanyi accomplished in that short time leading up to the end of the Weimar Republic changed the emerging field of chemical physics forever. Their paper "On Simple Gas Reactions" argued for a new and beautifully simple picture of the nature of the chemical reaction, one that involved a "transition state" between reactants and products. Both Eyring and Polanyi would later develop their own ideas about how reaction rates could be computed, but both understood that reactivity should be seen essentially as atomic scale motion governed by the interatomic forces produced by a potential energy surface and that this potential energy surface could be computed from the laws of quantum mechanics. The field of chemical dynamics was born.
It is hard for us to understand today that these concepts -"transition state" and "potential energy surface" -were once controversial. But they were. Indeed Polanyi and Eyring suffered withering criticism from many colleagues in the field. The acceptance of their work was hindered by the fact that they had engaged in a visionary calculation of the potential energy surface of a chemical reaction long before the methods for such calculations had been developed. They were forced to use semi-empirical methods to estimate the solutions to the electronic Schrödinger equation within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. They ignored zero point energy and the influence of quantum dynamics. Of course, they were fully aware of the approximations they had made and few at the time understood as well as these two how such calculations ought to be carried out. Even worse, in the early 1930's there were nearly no reliable experimental data to which they could compare their computations. This situation left their semi-empirical approach open to valid criticism of what amounted to only the details of their work. As we know today, the essential ideas they brought forward serve as the foundation for modern computational chemistry. In my mind, this work is one of the most remarkable (of many) examples of Nobel quality work that never received a Nobel Prize.
In this special issue we have undertaken a "re-release" of this remarkable paper. The issue is highlighted by a new English translation from the original German, the first by a trained Physical Chemist. We owe a debt of gratitude to Jörg Schroeder for the many hours of work invested in this task. For the first time it will be possible to download this paper in the modern lingua franca of science. It is my hope that young scientists will be inspired by the big ideas of "On Simple Gas Reactions" but more importantly by the courage and optimism it took to tackle such a big problem in 1929.
The accompanying contributed papers present a collage of outstanding scientific work reflecting the still fundamental impact of the profound ideas of "On Simple Gas Reactions". I am especially thankful to Yang Xueming and Zhang Donghui who contributed a review of their experimental and theoretical work on some of the same simple gas reactions that Eyring and Polanyi considered. I am sure that Eyring and Polanyi dreamed of what has become possible only in our scientific lifetimes and that they would be ecstatic to see the impact their ideas have had. The special issue has, of course, a great deal of theoretical work. But experiments have also made up an extremely important part of the development of the field of Chemical Physics. Most importantly the interplay of experiment and theory in chemistry is the true legacy of "On Simple Gas Reactions".
As editor of this special issue I am also very grateful to John Polanyi and Ted Eyring, who both contributed some of their recollections and thoughts about their distinguished fathers as part of the preface to this issue. I am doubly grateful to John Polanyi, who also contributed a lovely scientific article to the issue. As a young student of physical chemistry, I had the special pleasure of attending the University of Utah as an undergraduate when Ted Eyring was one of the great forces of the U's prominent Chemistry Department. It was there that I was also fortunate enough to take a course from Henry Eyring on Advanced Quantum Chemistry. Henry's impetuous cleverness and warm hearted manner was still in full view. I never had the pleasure of meeting Michael Polanyi. One cannot always be so lucky.
One aspect of this moment in the history of Chemical Physics that I hope does not go unnoticed is its international character. It marks a time when it was possible for a devout Mormon American to collaborate with a Hungarian immigrant in what at that time was certainly the Capital of Science in the World, Berlin. A clearer example is hard to find of how Science allows humans to move beyond cultural, religious and national barriers with the purpose of pursuing the truth. While this near to ideal environment for Science was swept away by the madness of fascism, one is reminded today that this madness was temporary. Many nations today, not the least of which is Germany, actively promote international mobility and intellectual exchange. The reasons for this could not be clearer. Indeed Eyring's and Polanyi's work together between 1929 and 1930 constitutes an object lesson in how open borders and the associated free exchange of ideas are essential ingredients to advancing our understanding of the world around us, a task that is essential to all of humanity.
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